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[abstract] 
  This paper introduces a Japanese Court’s challenge toward anti-forensic tools. In 
Japan, a criminal case regarding developing and distributing a P2P system has recently 
been focused of, the case of  “Winny”. The Winny system furnishes functions of erasing 
and hiding illegal evidences such as piracy, distributing child pornographies. Winny users 
can commit offences easily by using these functions. How do we think about regulating 
such systems, in particular, criminal liabilities for developing and distributing them? The 
Japanese court has faced this problem. Can the answer of this problem be applied to other 
anti-forensic tools as well? The Japanese Court seems to judge yes, I guess. 
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1. Introduction 
 Digital forensics aims to make digital data to evidences, through a process of seizing, 
keeping and analyzing digital data adequately. The main solution of the digital forensics is 
dealing with this process. However, if data is eliminated before seizing, a problem comes to 
the front, which should be hardly solved technically. So-called "anti-forensic tools" make it 
hard, to gather evidence data. In this point, these tools make it easier to commit digital 
crimes and encourage them. Therefore, developing and distributing such tools is harmful, 
and so it should be prohibited by laws if it is necessary. 
 At Article 6 in the Cybercrime Convention of Europe Council, tools used for 
offences against the confidentiality integrity and availability of computer data and systems, 
which are proscribed from Article 2 to 6 in the Convention. But such a tool like the anti-
forensic tools, which help indirectly to promote crimes, is not referred. And then it can be 
said that it is the same in the recognition of each country, which takes part in drafting the 
Convention. It may be possible that it is punished as an accomplice if involving a concrete 
criminal act and providing a tool which makes the crime easy with destructing evidences. 
However, should it be charged with, to distribute such a tool in the Net? This is the issue 
taken up in this article. A Japanese case now in a court is suitable to discuss with this issue. 
I will show you the legal issues and a prospect for anti-forensic tools in Japan through this 
case. 
 
2. So-called "Winny" case 
  In the spring of 2004, the defendant, who developed and distributed a P2P file sharing 
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system called as "Winny", constructing a P2P system for the purpose of file sharing on the 
overlayer of Internet, was arrested. This news was widely watched with keen interest in 
Japan. Many technical experts expressed their anxiety that it may give the chilling effect to 
the development of P2P technology. The defendant of Winny case is charged with aiding 
and abetting piracies of principals. Each of the two principal offenders, by using Winny, 
made it possible to transmit the copy of movies or game softwares automatically, of which 
copyrights of movies or softwares belong to companies, for unspecified number of Internet 
users. The court found they violated the public transmitting right of the copyright holders. 
Japanese Copyright Act provided as follows: 
(Rights of public transmission, etc.) 
Article 23. (1)The author shall have the exclusive right to make the public transmission of 
his work (including the making transmittable of his work in the case of the interactive 
transmission). 
(2)The author shall have the exclusive right to communicate publicly, by means of a 
receiving apparatus, his work of which the public transmission has been made. 
(Right of making transmittable) 
Article 96bis. Producers of phonograms shall have the exclusive right to make their 
phonograms transmittable. 
Article 119. The following shall be punishable by imprisonment for a term not exceeding 
five years or a fine not exceeding five million Yen, or both: 
(i) any person who infringes moral rights of authors, copyright, right of publication, moral 
rights of performers or neighboring rights (excluding those who reproduce by themselves 
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works or performances, etc. for the purpose of private use as mentioned in Article 30, 
paragraph (1) (including the case where its application mutatis mutandis is provided for 
under the provision of Article 102, paragraph (1)) , those who do an act considered to 
constitute an infringement on moral rights of authors, copyright, moral rights of performers 
or neighboring rights (including the rights considered as neighboring rights in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 113, paragraph (4); the same shall apply in Article 120bis, 
item (iii)) under the provisions of Article 113, paragraph (3) or those who do an act 
considered to constitute an infringement on copyright or neighboring rights under the 
provisions of Article 113, paragraph (5); 
(ii) any person who, for profit-making purposes, causes others to use automatic reproducing 
machines mentioned in Article 30, paragraph (1), item (i) for such reproduction of works or 
performances, etc. as constitutes an infringement on copyright, right of publication or 
neighboring rights. 
The principals were found as guilty for the offence of the above clauses1. 
 Important features of Winny2 are as follows: Firstly, Winny was developed with 
inspired by "Share" – a P2P software--, and then its behavior is independent of server types. 
On the overlay network, it builds a large file sharing system like a virtual proxy cache 
server for the purpose of downloading large files like movie data quickly. To execute the 
purpose, Winny system is supported by anonymity. When Winny is started up, it gathers 
many caches of many files on the system, but the cache files and its names are coded and 
anonymous. Consequently, the users don't notify what are the contents of files, whether 
lawful or not. To make cache data in each PC larger because of this point enables the users 
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to share unlawful files easily and to transfer large size of files quickly. The cache files 
themselves and the names of files are encrypted, and the encrypted files are stored in a 
virtual cache server built by the Winny. Because of it, once a file is uploaded, nobody can 
delete it nor can know who uploaded the file, even if the first uploader deletes the uploaded 
file from his own harddiskdrive. 
 Secondly, development and feedback of Winny was carried out in a mega BBS, so-
called "2 channel"3. Moreover, the defendant enthusiastically wrote in the thread of the 
BBS, developed Winny in compliance with the wishes of people who wanted to share 
unlawful files. The thread title was "what comes next to MX" (MX means WinMX??So the 
new P?P system is named as next to M and X, called Win”ny”). At that time, using 
WinMX for sharing unlawful files was thought to be so dangerous to round up, because in 
WinMX the law enforcement can easily know who uploaded the unlawful file. It actually 
happened; some people who shared unlawful files with WinMX were charged. Therefore, 
complete anonymity became the main target of developing Winny. The creator knew this 
anonymity would encourage unlawful file sharing. 
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3. From the aspect of Japanese Criminal Law  
 Japanese Penal Code Article 62 1. Clause provides that those who aids and abates a 
principal is an accessory. According interpreting this clause, aiding and abetting usually 
means facilitating a criminal conduct of a principal. It is necessary for an assistance act to 
be recognized that a participation person is intentional and it is aided and abetted4. 
 To put it concretely, it is necessary for finding an accessory that a causal relationship 
between the act of principal and the assistance. According to the commonly accepted view 
of Japanese criminal law theory, the causal relationship necessary for an accessory should 
means that the practice of the principal is promoted physically and/or mentally, which 
means the accessory’s action makes the conduct of the principal easier. Precedents are 
understood to go along with this view.  
 Precedents5  and many theoretical views decide whether the causal relationship 
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between the principal's offence and the accessory’s action exist or not, depending on 
whether the criminal action by the principal is promoted physically and/or mentally6.  
 Causal relationship is deemed when the criminal accomplishment of the principal 
and/or the result would not be promoted without the accessory’s action. Cause and effect of 
the assistance is judged in the same way. However, as for the cause and effect of the 
assistance, it thinks that the criminal accomplishment of not only the mental cause and 
effect that maintained and strengthened the criminal accomplishment intention of the 
principal but also the principal might be promoted physically is required by many opinions. 
In English words for Penal Code Article 62, aiding means the physical assistance, and 
abetting the mental assistance. 
 Now, with subjected to the above theoretical aspect, should developing and 
distributing Winny be judged as aiding and abetting piracy? Because this Winny case has a 
specific feature, the decision is more complicated. In this case, the prosecutor thought not 
only developing and distributing Winny as constituting a crime, but also feed back as 
constituting a crime in compliance with wishes of users in the mega BBS “2 channel” who 
want to share unlawful files without arrested. Indeed, the defendant enhanced anonymity in 
the Winny system for this purpose then wrote in the thread that Winny made it easier to 
share unlawful files “safely”. If this is a fact, the anonymity, which Winny makes, 
promotes physically a piracy offence, and on the other hand, it promotes mentally at the 
same time. Therefore, the court might hold developing and distributing Winny as aiding 
and abetting a principal’s conduct. However, the anonymity in Winny system is so essential 
for transferring data efficiently to give it uploaded into Winny system, and also in other 
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efficient P2P systems. The anonymity of Winny system eliminates traces of offences and 
on the other hand shows technological marvelous feature. 
 As for causing a trouble in this case, data in a file shared on the Winny network are 
difficult to be specified because names and contents of files are enciphered. Even when 
someone connects to the Winny network then downloads a file, Winny has the structure 
that a distinction is difficult by this thing whether to download another cache file that it 
connected with the Winny network if it downloaded directly from the person who provided 
a file.  
 
4. Dual use issue -- Accessory with neutral conducts  
 There is an issue that has been discussed as the accessory with a neutral, normal or 
usual conduct in Japanese and German criminal law7. Whether the developing and 
distributing of the Winny should be qualified as an assistance or not? Sometimes an 
opinion is proposed as Winny doesn't hit assistance because it is an action of a neutral 
position. Or, because Winny is a tool of a neutral position as is just a file sharing software; 
therefore, the distribution doesn’t compose a crime. However, they are just a circulation. 
These arguments just bring the next problem in what kind of case whether the position can 
be said as neutral. In other words, denying assistance needs to deny either of the legal 
requirements applied to the assistance, then it can be said as a neutral position8.  
 According to the commonly accepted theory, finding of the accessory depends on 
whether a tool provided to a principal has a special function focusing on specific offence. 
Günter Jakobs9 showed the following example: With knowing that a customer has a plan to 
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kill a person with poisoned bread, a baker sold bread to him. By Jakobs, when a baker sold 
normal bread to the customer, he didn’t participate in the murder because there was no 
accessory in selling bread. However, when he sold a special kind of bread in which anyone 
can easily put and hide poison, he should be charged with the accessory to murder. 
Accordingly, even if the freedom of normal bread’s selling is admitted, the freedom of 
offering the special bread which makes poisoning easy isn't guaranteed in a country under 
the rule of law. In the development of the network system, we should think in the same way. 
Any freedom for a system, which makes a specific crime easily, should never be guaranteed.  
 Anyway, it is necessary to establish the objectified standard of deciding whether it is 
an accessory or not. In this paper, there is no room to examine about this point fully yet. I 
can only say that, as is stated in the 3 above, it is possible that accessory is acknowledged 
when the probability of the principal offender's result was enhanced by the conduct of the 
participated person. The standard for decision is as follows; in the case that, even if the 
conduct of a person were not done, the principal would do the same offence as was really 
done which would cause the same result, the conduct should not be qualified as accessory. 
If we apply this standard to the Winny case, developing and distributing Winny would be 
qualified as accessory of piracy under Japanese criminal law. Especially, once someone 
uploads unlawful data on the Winny P2P network, even if he/she deletes the data from 
his/her own upload folder, the data still remains on the Winny network. Accordingly, 
anyone booting Winny can download the file, and none knows who uploaded the file. This 
situation conceals evidence of the principal’s piracy offence. When the principal uses this 
situation for his own offence, distributing Winny promotes the result of principal’s offence. 
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On the Internet, by WWW, FTP or normal protocol, it is easy to trace the principal’s action 
and his/her IP address, or to get important data for arresting him/her. Other P2P systems, 
for example, Bittrennt, WinMX, e-donkey, etc., are the same. An uploader of an unlawful 
file always fear to be arrested. On the other side, with Winny, they have no fear. This is the 
important point for deciding whether it is accessory or not. 
 
5. Mens rea problem 
 Another important issue for Winny case is that the defendant who developed Winny 
had never known who is a principal of piracy offence. Normally, a person, who conducts as 
an accessory, promotes a conduct of a principal with knowing who is a principal and what 
he/she will do. But the defendant in Winny case is different. In this situation, can we 
recognize mens rea for charging with an accessory of piracy? However, in Japanese 
criminal law, when a person knows the range of the danger, which his/her own action 
furnishes, the result of the danger should be responsible to him/her. In the Winny case, the 
range of the danger, which the defendant had recognized during developing and distributing 
Winny, should be responsible to the defendant. The principals’ piracy should be inside of 
the range, and then there might be no problem for mens rea in the court.  
 
6. Conclusion – To the future 
 Winny has the excellent thechnology for P2P systems with using amonmizing files 
and informations of users. But because of the anonmization, criminals can share unlawful 
data at ease without fear of arrest. Moreover, in Winny system, once files are loaded into 
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the system for sharing, no one can delete the files, even if a developer of Winny. Winny is 
like Janus, one face for the excellenc of technology, another face for assistance of criminla 
conducts. 
 There is a possible argument that this Winny’s charge may bring stagnation in 
development of technology. Such requires other theory composition toward recognizing 
accessory's formation about the defendant developing and distributing Winny. They say 
steady evolution of the Internet technology is encouraged where an assertion to be an 
exemption from legal responsibility exists, including the criminal liability, too. However, I 
believe such a thoughtless legislation for exemption will result in worse environment for 
technology. It is clear when we recall malicious programs like worms and/or virus. Or, 
recall spams. No matter how outstanding the technology of a program is, if it lacks 
harmony with law, the technology should be customized to go along with law. In Japan, its 
Penal Code has no explicit provisions for tools of destroying digital evidence. But 
according the general theory of its criminal law, developing and distributing those tools 
should be prohibited as accessory. The Japanese Court is most likely to stand on the same 
construction as this view.  
 At this point, I recognize a hint of criminal law regulation against anti-forensic tools. 
Perhaps, under the Japanese law, when a tool or a program, which is mainly made even for 
the lawful and appropriate purpose in computer systems, can be used to destroy and/or 
invail digital evidences, and especially people using this tool regard the later funciton as 
important for this tool, the developer or distributer of this tool will be charged with 
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assistance of an offence, if he know a princilal pays attention to the anti-forensic function 
of the tool and/or meets principals’ expectaitons. ?
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